The Timeless Meat Stock

Hipster Bone Broth

Classic Chicken

Beef or Bison

•

3-4lbs pastured chicken

•

3 lb. meaty bones

•

4 quarts of filtered water

•

4 lb. bony bones (3 parts joints to 1 part

•

3 celery stalks, coarsely chopped

•

2 carrots coarsely chopped

•

3 leeks, 2 carrots, 1 celery rib halved

•

1 onion quartered

•

1 fennel bulb quartered

•

bunch of fresh herbs like thyme

•

1/4 cup apple cider vinegar

•

2 tablespoon apple cider vinegar

•

4 quarts of filtered water

•

seasonings of choice

•

Fresh herbs thyme & parsley

marrow bone)

STOCKS &
BROTH S

Step 1: Preheat oven to 350. Roast meaty
Step 1: Place chicken large stockpot. Add

bones on a parchment covered baking sheet

water to cover and vinegar. Let stand for

for 3o minutes.

20 minutes. Vinegar helps to draw out the

Step 2: Place bony bones and the rest of

minerals from the bones.

ingredients in a large heavy stockpot for 1

Step 2: Bring to a boil. As foam rises to

hour so the vinegar can draw out the

the surface carefully remove all impurities

nutrients. When meaty bones are browned

that can impact the flavor. Lower flame to

add them to the pot.

a simmer.

Step 3: Bring to boil, Skim, lower temp to

Step 3: Add your onion, celery, carrots,

simmer for up to 8 or 9 hours or more. Place

bouquet garni, for added nutrition and

in oven unattended over night if you prefer.

flavor. Simmer chicken 1.5-2hours.

Step 4: Add fresh herbs the last 10 mins,

Step 4: Remove poached chicken and cool.

strain the stock, cool and refrigerate.

Peel meat off bones, eat as is, in soups or
salads. Reserve chicken bones for stock.

MICHELLE PESCE
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Bone Broth lover
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Foods that Heal
Good broth is one of the prime
ingredients of
GOOD LIVING

C U L I NA R Y M A G I C
TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Properly prepared meat stocks are extremely
nutritious for the whole family. Containing the

Good broth and soups have been celebrated in verse and story for centuries. Broth is a humble,
simple food, using all the parts, a few herbs, carrot, celery stalk and cooking time, can do more to
lift the spirits and stimulate the appetite than any other one dish. After simmering, it’s life just
begins for in its flavors sauces are made and soups are prepared and the magic is the elusive
nutrients it renders. *Builds Bones *Fights Flu and Colds *Aids in Digestion *Delicious

minerals from bones, cartilage, marrow and
vegetables as electrolytes in a soothing
digestible and easy to assimilate wealth of
nutrients.
•

•

TO OLS AN D T IPS

Strainer: to remove cooking particles like peppercorns
Stockpot: Essential for making stock. Purchase a

Do not allow the stock to boil it should

multi- purpose stockpot with a substantial heavy base.

simmer to avoid fatty and cloudy stock.

Cheesecloth/Muslin: to filter and clarify the stock

Use pure filtered cold water bring contents

line it in your colander if you don’t have a fine strainer
slowly to a bowl, then reduce heat to
simmer (barely any movement in pot)

Ladle: A large metal spoon to skim surface of the stock
and remove the cooking impurities that bubble up to its

•

Make large quantities and freeze to have on
hand for other recipes and save time.
Frozen stock can keep well up to six
months.

•

get the best tasting broth.Seasonings: herbs such as
rosemary, thyme, marjoram, bay leaves combined with
vegetables like leeks, carrots, fennel create delicious

When browning meat and vegetables for
stock be sure not to burn them for better
tasting broths.

•

surface and cloud its color. Skimming is important to

broths. Bouquet Garni: muslin bags used to tie herbs
and peppercorns, for easy removal from stock, although

Add sea salt at the end of simmering.

your fine sieve strainer can also do the job. Vegetables:

Adding salt in the beginning will result in

use vegetables that are organic and fresh to create well

an over salty flavor once the water has been

flavored and nutrient dense broths. Pasture Raised

reduced from the stock.

Chicken, Grass Fed Meats: essential to good broth.

